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Key
 

Trunk road unsuitable for
cycling. Adding a cycle
track would allow more
loops from thetford.

Public footpath
along a track.
Would be good if
this could be at
least a permissive
bridleway too.

Old railway line would make
a good cycle route to increase
loop options from thetford.
Northern half of route is
already a private farm track.

Public footpath along a
track. Would be useful
if this was upgraded to
a permissive bridleway.

Key access route to
Forest, but narrow and
poor surface in places.

Road crossing staggered
by 240m. Creating a track
along verge and crossing
improvements would allow
better access to the Forest.

Could do with
better cycle link
from Brandon
to the Forest

Key access route to forest,
but short section of path
impossbile to cycle due to
mud, overgrowth, and
fallen trees.

Poor surface here discourages
use of A11 underpass to south.

A new bridge across the
A11 at one of these points
would provide an excellent
link to the Forest.

Crossing needed at
roundabout to restore
access to Thetford Forest
lost through A11 duallling.

Sandy surface on NCC's 
"Thetford Cycle Loop" is 
unsuitable for cycling.

Farm and forest tracks
that would make a good
off-road link to the North.

Sandy surface on 
Bridgham Road is 
poor for cycling. 
(Part of NCN).
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There are two key problems facing cyclists from Thetford:
1. A lack of shorter loops from the Town along quiet roads and reasonably smooth tracks
2. A lack of safe and convenient links to the numerous cycle routes in Thetford Forest

Barriers to Cycling around Thetford


